TruLink Hearing Control app offers functionality designed to enhance anywhere patients go - so they can easily enjoy everything they do. With TruLink, patients can:

› **Personalize** and **geotag** up to 20 memories to match what they do and where they go.

› **Set memories to change automatically** based on personalized geotags (e.g. Starbucks® memory automatically activates when they walk into their favorite Starbucks).

› Enhance their experience while traveling in a car.

› **Control** their hearing aid **volume** and **memories** via their Android-based device.

› Find lost hearing aids using the **Find My Hearing Aids** feature, showing both a location and a time stamp.

For Android compatibility information, visit trulinkhearing.com.
SoundSpace

TruLink SoundSpace enables patients to easily adjust sound settings to their specific environment. By simply moving their finger on the screen, they can adjust frequency and tone to suit their needs. They’re also able to save and fine-tune their preferences in different situations as a TruLink Memory so that they’re comfortable in any listening environment.

Remote Control

With the touch of their smartphone, patients can easily change volume and switch memories on their hearing aids. Both are adjustable with a visual indicator bar for better control and nearly infinite levels to suit their preference.

TruLink Memories

Patients can create up to 20 TruLink Memories using the SoundSpace tool on the TruLink app. Each memory is programmed and run via the app, and gives patients the ability to label them to their liking.

Patients can even geotag their TruLink Memories using the built-in GPS on their phone. A geotagged memory will recognize where they are, and automatically adjust their Halo hearing aids when they enter that space. For instance, a geotagged “coffee shop” memory will automatically activate when they walk into their favorite coffee shop.

TruLink Adaptive Car Mode

With TruLink’s Adaptive Car Mode, Halo™ hearing aids will automatically change to a setting designed to reduce the annoying sounds of driving and enhance your patient’s “audio” driving experience.

Find My Hearing Aids

Patients can easily find lost hearing aids using the Find My Hearing Aids feature within the TruLink app. The Find My Hearing Aids feature shows both a location and a time stamp. A signal detector sends a stronger or weaker signal based on how close patients are to locating their hearing aids.